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Abstract: This paper assesses the effectiveness of cooperative localization for improving the per-
formance of closed-loop control systems for networks for autonomous multi-vehicle navigation.
Nonlinear dynamic models of two- and three-dimensional vehicles are presented along with their
linearized forms. A nonlinear control algorithm is then presented based on the dynamic model.
Relative position measurement equations and their linearized forms are introduced. The state and
measurement equations are then employed for the propagation and update steps of an EKF-based
cooperative localization algorithm. Initially, a series of experiments with networks of quadcopters
and mobile robots are presented to validate the performance of cooperative localization for state
estimation with the continuous or intermittent presence of absolute measurements or their complete
absence. Finally, the performance of the control algorithm is evaluated with and without cooperative
localization to demonstrate its effectiveness for improving performance.

Keywords: cooperative localization; multi-vehicle navigation; extended Kalman filter; autonomous
navigation

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation

Autonomous mapping, localization, and navigation refer to the abilities of a vehicle to
create a map of the surrounding environment, localize itself on that map, and conduct a
navigation plan. To achieve localization, an autonomous vehicle must be able to determine
its position in the environment. Localization and navigation in multi-agent systems further
complicate the problem since each vehicle may have its own set of sensors and algorithms
that possibly create conflicting data and decisions about how to navigate through the
environment. One common challenge in multi-vehicle systems is coordination. Each
vehicle needs to be able to communicate with the others to avoid collisions and coordinate
their movements. This requires sophisticated communication protocols and algorithms
to ensure that each vehicle has the most up-to-date information about the other vehicles’
locations and movements. Another challenge is scalability. As the number of vehicles in
the system increases, the complexity of coordination and navigation increases as well. This
can lead to issues such as congestion, bottlenecks, and communication delays, which can
impact the performance and safety of the system. Addressing these challenges requires
sophisticated algorithms and communication protocols as well as careful planning and
testing to ensure the safe and efficient operation of the system.

Cooperative closed-loop control of multi-vehicle swarms has received significant
attention due to military and civilian industry applications. Effective trajectory planning
and cooperative closed-loop control of multi-vehicle systems, however, requires accurate
localization of the agents to perform collaborative missions. In these applications, most
if not all vehicles may not have access to accurate estimates of their own positions. It is
therefore essential for vehicles to cooperate in localizing themselves. Moreover, if even a
single vehicle can obtain an accurate estimate of its position and act as a reference base,
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other members of the group should be able to evaluate their positions through relative
position measurements and exchange of information.

Cooperative localization (CL) [1] enables vehicles to collaborate and share sensor
measurements. By fusing these measurements together and leveraging relative positioning
techniques, the vehicles can improve their localization accuracy, enabling safer and more
reliable autonomous navigation, particularly in unstructured environments where methods
such as feature-based SLAM [2] may not be effective. Moreover, CL can aid in reducing
the sample rate requirement for SLAM methods in structured environments since these
methods require extensive computation. There are also innovative control strategies [3,4]
that showcase potential to enhance cooperative localization in multi-agent vehicle networks.

1.2. Related Works

Cooperative localization can utilize several techniques, of which EKF-based methods
are the most common. In one of the earliest applications of CL, Roumeliotis [5] used an EKF
algorithm that distributed information at the propagation step while keeping track of the
cross-covariances created by relative measurements of each vehicle’s pose. However, this
method requires a completely synchronous and inter-connected communication network.
Kia [1] proposed an Interim Master Decoupled centralized CL algorithm that eliminates
the need for complete and constant communication between vehicles. It is assumed that
any vehicle uses onboard sensors and its equations of motion to estimate its own pose
through propagation and that any vehicle can measure the pose of nearby vehicles relative
to its own reference frame. Vehicles are also assumed to be equipped with the capability
to process this information and communicate with one another. CL allows the group of
vehicles to cooperatively approximate an individual vehicle’s pose by sharing the relative
and absolute pose measurements that each vehicle has obtained [6].

In order to avoid the computational bottlenecks related to centralized algorithms,
distributed or decentralized methods have been investigated [7–10]. These methods [11–14]
have shown to be effective and efficient at the cost of accuracy. Centralized−decentralized
techniques have shown great promise in improving localization with no knowledge of
the environment [1,15]. A distributed CL utilizing EKF with low communication path
requirements can also provide centralized-equivalent performance [16]. It is also possible
to model the CL problem as a graph model to further utilize additional algorithms [17].

Cooperative localization methods have focused primarily on maneuvering in 2D
space [18–22] and particularly using wheeled mobile robots [23–25] and vehicles [26,27]
due to the complexities involved in the singularity-free representation of 3D orientations.
It is, however, critically important to apply CL to 3D vehicle models to improve the
localization of networks with homogeneous and heterogeneous air, marine, and ground
vehicles. We have recently extended CL to such networks using both the commonly used
kinematic model [28] and the newly developed dynamic model [29].

Exploring the synergy between cooperative localization, specifically employing simple
and efficient Kalman filters [30], and advanced control strategies holds immense potential for
achieving enhanced localization accuracy in multi-vehicle systems. Various strategies such
as decentralized control frameworks [31], trajectory tracking [32], consensus algorithms [33],
and swarm-based guidance systems [3] emphasize the pivotal role of cooperative localization
in augmenting autonomous navigation capabilities in multi-vehicle networks.

1.3. Main Contributions and Novelties

This paper’s main contribution is to better understand the impact of cooperative local-
ization on performance in closed-loop control systems for autonomous vehicle networks.
The main two contributions and novelties of this publication are outlined as follows:

1. This work represents the first application of cooperative localization in nonlinear
closed-loop control of networks of 2D and 3D vehicles.

2. This work represents the first experimental validation of cooperative localization in
closed-loop control of 2D and 3D vehicle networks.
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3. This work provides new guidance for optimal utilization of cooperative localization
in state estimation for closed-loop control.

The paper is organized as follows. The vehicle model is presented in Section 2.
The closed-loop control algorithm is presented in Section 3 followed by the multi-vehicle
system model in Section 4 and the EKF-based CL algorithm in Section 5. All results,
including for the validation and closed-loop control experiments, are presented in Section 6,
followed by the concluding remarks in Section 7.

2. Single-Vehicle Model
2.1. 3D Vehicle Pose

The body-fixed reference frame XvYvZv is assigned to each vehicle, and its pose is
represented by its origin’s position and its orientation with respect to the inertial refer-
ence frame X0Y0Z0, as shown for an air vehicle in Figure 1. The position of the vehicle is
denoted by the vector rv

0 = [xv
0yv

0zv
0]
>, whereas its orientation is determined by the orthog-

onal rotation matrix Rv
0, which maps the coordinates of a vector from XvYvZv to X0Y0Z0.

Quaternions are used to compute Rv
0 to avoid singularities associated with Euler angles.

(a) 3D vehicle (b) 2D vehicle

Figure 1. Kinematic models for 3D air vehicles (a) and 2D ground vehicles (b).

The quaternion vector q̄v consists of 4 components:

q̄v =

[
qv

0
qv

]
, qv =

qv
1

qv
2

qv
3

. (1)

The quaternions form a unit vector, i.e., q̄v> q̄v − 1 = 0, since there are only 3 rotational
degrees of freedom. Thus, the vehicle’s pose is represented by 7 components of rv

0 and q̄v.
Quaternions are not physical parameters to be measured and must be derived from

Rv
0 [28], which can be constructed using measured variables such as Euler angles. The or-

thogonal rotation matrix Rv
0 in terms of quaternions [34] is defined as

Rv
0(q̄

v) = [2(qv
0)

2 − 1]I3 + 2[qvqv> + qv
0S(qv)] (2)

where I3 is the 3× 3 identity matrix and S(qv) defines a skew-symmetric matrix of a vector
such that

S(qv) =

 0 −qv
3 qv

2
qv

3 0 −qv
1

−qv
2 qv

1 0

 (3)
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2.2. 3D Vehicle Velocity

The vehicle’s translational velocity vector ṙv
0 in X0Y0Z0 is related to its body-fixed

velocities in XvYvZv as
ṙv

0 = Rv
0(q̄

v)vv, vv , ṙv
v. (4)

The relationship between the angular velocity vector of the vehicle in XvYvZv,
ωv = [ωv

x ωv
y ωv

z ]
> and the time derivative of the quaternion vector, ˙̄qv, is given by

˙̄qv =
1
2

Gv>(q̄v)ωv, Gv(q̄v) =
[
−qv, qv

0 I3 − S(qv)
]

(5)

The time derivatives of the quaternions are derived from the unit vector constraint as
q̄v> ˙̄qv = 0.

2.3. 3D Vehicle State Equations

Using the vehicle pose and velocity equations, the equations of motion of the 3D
vehicle are derived as

v̇v = −S(ωv)vv +
Fv

mv (6)

ω̇v = −(Iv)−1S(ωv)Ivωv + (Iv)−1τv (7)

where Fv = [0 0 Fv
z ]
> and τv[τv

x τv
y τv

z ]
> are the input force and moment vectors,

respectively, mv is the mass, and Iv is the 3× 3 moment of inertia matrix of the vehicle.
Given these equations, the 13× 1 state and 6× 1 input vectors are defined as

xv =
[
rv>

0 q̄v> vv> ωv>
]>

, u =
[

Fv> τv>
]>

(8)

The general nonlinear state equations are then given as

ẋ = f v(xv) + gvu (9)

where

f v(xv) =


Rv

0(q̄
v)vv

1
2 Gv>(q̄v)ωv

−S(ωv)vv

−Iv−1
S(ωv)Ivωv

, gv =


03 03

04×3 04×3
1

mv I3 03

03 Iv−1

 (10)

where 03 and 04×3 are the 3× 3 and 4× 3 zero matrices, respectively. Linearization is
required for any EKF base-state estimation. The 13× 13 Jacobian matrix Jv of the state
Equations (8) is derived as

Jv =
∂( f v(xv))

∂xv =


03

∂ṙv
0

∂q̄v Rv
0(q̄

v) 03

04×3
∂ ˙̄qv

∂q̄v 04×3
1
2 Gv>(q̄v)

03 0 03 −S(ωv) S(vv)
03 0 03 03 Jω

 (11)

where Jω = Iv−1
[S(Ivωv)− S(ωv)Iv], and Rv

0(q̄
v) and Gv(q̄v) are from (2) and (5), respec-

tively. Given that
∂ṙv

0
∂q̄v =

[
∂ṙv

0
∂qv

0

∂ṙv
0

∂qv

]
, the partial derivatives within the Jacobian matrix

are derived as
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∂ṙv
0

∂qv
0

=
∂Rvv

∂qv
0

= [(4qv
0)I3 + 2S(qv)]vv (12)

∂ṙv
0

∂qv =
∂Rvv

∂qv = 2qvvv> + 2(qv>vv)I3 − 2qv
0S(vv) (13)

∂ ˙̄qv

∂q̄v =
1
2

[
0 −ωv>

ωv −S(ωv)

]
(14)

2.4. Ground Vehicle Model

While our focus in this work is on 3D vehicles, many applications involve networks
of ground and air vehicles. Hence, in this section, a model ground vehicles is presented.
Figure 1 shows the top view of a ground vehicle’s pose with respect to the inertial reference
frame. The pose of a mobile robot is given by its position (x, y, z) and its yaw angle φ. Note
that the z component is added since the ground may not be horizontal, and quaternions are
not necessary due to a single rotational degree of freedom. Hence, the 7× 1 state and 2× 1
input vectors for the ground vehicle are defined as

xv =


rv

0
φv

vv
x

żv

ωv
z

, u =

[
Fv

τv

]
(15)

where Fv = Fv
x and τv = τv

z . The components of the state Equations (10) for this ground
vehicle model are given as

f v(xv) =



vv
x cos(φv)− dvωv

z sin(φv)
vv

x sin(φv) + dvωv
z cos(φv)

0
ωv

z
dv(ωv

z )
2

0
−mvdv

Iv
zz

ωv
z vv

x


, gv =


04×1 04×1
1/mv 0

0 0
0 1/Iv

zz

 (16)

where d is the distance from the rear axle to the vehicle origin. Note that the lateral velocity
component is derived based on the mobile robot configuration as vv

y = dωv
z and therefore

not included as a state. The Jacobian matrix of the linearized state equations is

∂( f v(xv))

∂xv =



0 0 0 −vv
x sin(φv)− dvωv

z cos(φv) cos(φv) 0 −dv sin(φv)
0 0 0 vv

x cos(φv)− dvωv
z sin(φv) sin(φv) 0 dv cos(φv)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 2dvωv

z
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −mvdv

Iv
zz

ωv
z 0 −mvdv

Iv
zz

vv
x


(17)

3. Nonlinear Control Design

Since control design for ground vehicles is trivial and not our focus, we refer the reader
to numerous methods, including [35]. Though more recent controllers are available [36],
we present a summary of our nonlinear control design for quadcopters [37], for which
the control law is derived using Euler angles, noting that conversion of Euler angles to
quaternions through the orthogonal rotation matrix is trivial. In this section, we drop the
superscript “v” to simplify the notation.
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Consider the position vector rv
0 and Euler angle vector Φ = [φ, θ, ψ]>, where φ, θ,

and ψ are the roll, pitch, and yaw angles, respectively. We will treat the quadcopter as a
four−input−four−output system with the outputs being rv

0 and ψ and the inputs being
the total thrust force Fv

z = f and the three control moments τ ≡ τv. In order to derive the
nonlinear control law, we divide the system into three subsystems. The first subsystem
consists of the roll and pitch moments τx, τy as the inputs and the x, y components of rv

0
as the outputs. The second subsystem has f as the input and the z component of rv

0 as
the output, and the third subsystem has yaw moment τz as the input and yaw angle ψ as
the output.

3.1. Roll and Pitch Moments

The first subsystem has a relative degree 4, i.e., one must take up to the fourth time
derivatives of the outputs x, y to reach the inputs τx, τy. To do this, we use the system
model for the translational part of the equations of motion (6) in the earth-fixed frame,
which may be written as:

mr̈ = R

 0
0
f̂

−
 0

0
mg

 (18)

where R ≡ Rv
0, g is acceleration due to gravity, and we have replaced the thrust force f with

its nominal value f̂ . Next, we take the first and second time derivatives of Equation (18):

m
...
r = R


 0

0
˙̂f

+ ω̃

 0
0
f̂


 (19)

mr(4) = R


 0

0
¨̂f

+ 2ω̃

 0
0
˙̂f

+ ( ˜̇ω + ω̃ω̃)

 0
0
f̂


 (20)

where
...
r and r(4) are called jerk and snap, respectively. Equation (20) directly relates τx and

τy to snap by substituting for ω̇x and ω̇y from (7). Note that ω̇z and consequently τz do not
appear in (20).

Next, we define a smooth reference trajectory rr = [xr(t), yr(t), zr(t)]T and the error
vector er = r− rr and propose a control law that ensures fourth-order exponentially stable
error dynamics with an integral term:

e(4)r + 5λ
...
e r + 10λ2 ër + 10λ3 ėr + 5λ4er

+λ5
∫ t

0
eR(σ)dσ = 0 (21)

where ėr = ṙ − Vr, ër = r̈ − V̇r,
...
e r =

...
r − V̈r, e(4)r = r(4) −

...
Vr, and the integral term is

added to reject constant and slowly changing biased (wind) disturbances. For simplicity,
the coefficients in the above error dynamics are selected such that all the eigenvalues are at
−λ, λ > 0, i.e., the fastest response without oscillations predicted by the model.

Premultiplying Equation (21) by mR>, we may write the equation in the following
form:

mR>
...
V + 5λmR>V̈ + 10λ2mR>V̇ + γ = 0 (22)
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where

γ = mR>(−
...
Vr − 5λV̈r − 10λ2V̇r + 10λ3 ėr + 5λ4er

+λ5
∫ t

0
er(σ)dσ) (23)

We then substitute from Equations (18)−(20) into Equation (22): f̂ ω̇y
− f̂ ω̇x

¨̂f

 =

 −2ωy
2ωx
−5λ

 ˙̂f −

 5λωy + ωzωx
−5λωx + ωyωz
10λ2 −ω2

x −ω2
y

 f̂

+10λ2mg

 R31
R32
R33

− γ (24)

where R31, R32, and R33 are the corresponding elements of the rotation matrix R.
Substituting for ω̇x and ω̇y from the first two equations of (7) into the first two

equations in (24) yields the roll and pitch control moments:

τx = (Ixx − Iyy + Izz)ωyωz − 5λIxxωx

− Ixx

f̂
[2ωx

˙̂f + 10λ2mgR32 − γ2] (25)

τy = (Ixx − Iyy − Izz)ωzωx − 5λIyyωy

+
Iyy

f̂
[−2ωy

˙̂f + 10λ2mgR31 − γ1] (26)

where γ1, γ2 are the corresponding elements of vector γ in (23), and f̂ and ˙̂f are derived by
integrating ¨̂f ; from the third row of Equation (24) with the hovering/rest initial conditions
f̂ (0) = mg and ˙̂f (0) = 0:

¨̂f = −5λ ˙̂f − (10λ2 −ω2
x −ω2

y) f̂ + 10λ2mgR33 − γ3

It must be noted that the system model has allowed us to compute the control laws
in (25) and (26) in terms of the system states only: i.e., pose variable (r,Φ) and body velocities
(v,ω). Thus, estimates of higher-order derivatives such as acceleration, jerk, and snap are
not required. Only the reference trajectory requires higher-order derivatives and thus must
be defined in terms of sufficiently smooth time functions.

3.2. Thrust Force

The thrust control force f appears in the third translational equation of motion and
thus has a relative degree of 2. Hence, we define second-order exponentially stable error
dynamics with an integral term and both eigenvalues at −λz, λz > 0:

ëZ + 3λz ėZ + 3λ2
zeZ + λ3

z

∫ t

0
eZ(σ)dσ = 0 (27)

where eZ = z− zr(t), ėZ = ż− żr(t), and ëZ = z̈z − z̈r(t). The third equation in (18) yields
z̈ = R33 f /m− g. Thus, the thrust force may be derived using Equation (27):

f =
m

R33
(g + z̈r − 3λz ėZ − 3λ2

zeZ − λ3
z

∫ t

0
eZ(σ)dσ). (28)
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3.3. Yaw Control

Since τz can be expressed in terms of the second time derivatives of the yaw angle
output, we again define second-order exponentially stable error dynamics with an integral
term and both eigenvalues at −λψ, λψ > 0:

ëψ + 3λψ ėψ + 3λ2
ψeψ + λ3

ψ

∫ t

0
eψ(σ)dσ = 0 (29)

where eψ = ψ−ψr(t), ėψ = ψ̇− ψ̇r(t), ëψ = ψ̈− ψ̈r(t), and ψr(t) represents the continuously
differentiable reference yaw trajectory. We then define the kinematic relationship between
angular acceleration ω̇z and the Euler yaw acceleration ψ̈ as [37]:

ψ̈ = [τz − (Iyy − Ixx)ωxωy]/Izz − sin θφ̈− cos θθ̇ψ̇. (30)

The yaw control moment may then be derived by substituting from (30) into (29):

τz = (Iyy − Ixx)ωxωy + Izz[sin θφ̈ + cos θθ̇ψ̇ + γφ (31)

where γφ = ψ̈r(t)− 3λψ ėψ − 3λ2
ψeψ − λ3

ψ

∫ t
0 eψ(σ)dσ)].

3.4. Relation between Control and Rotor Inputs

The quadrotor motor inputs are expressed in terms of pulse width modulation (PWM)
values. Hence, we must relate the four control inputs, total thrust force f , and the three
control moments τ to the motor PWM values. This is done in a two-step process. First,
consider the top view of the four rotor arrangements with rotor speeds Ωi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4,
as shown in Figure 2a. The control inputs are related to the four input rotor speeds via the
following invertible transformation:

f
τx
τy
τz

 =


cT cT cT cT

dcT −dcT −d3cT dcT
dcT −dcT dcT −dcT
−cQ −cQ cQ cQ




Ω2
1

Ω2
2

Ω2
3

Ω2
4

 (32)

where d is the arm length and cT , CQ > 0 are the experimentally derived equivalent thrust
and torque coefficients. A series of experiments were then performed by applying PWM
values and measuring the resulting rotor speeds with a laser tachometer. The resulting data
along with the best-fit plot are shown in Figure 2b, and the relationship is given by:

PWM = 0.0012Ω2 + 0.0684Ω + 1132.59 (33)

X

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

d

Y

d

Front

dd

90°

(a) Rotor arrangement

 

1000

1250

1500

1750

2000

2250

0 200 400 600 800 1000

In
p

u
t 

(P
W

M
) 

Rotor Angular Velocity  (rad/s)

(b) PWM−rotor speed relation

Figure 2. (a) Top view of the quadrotor model; (b) PWM vs. rotor speed and its best fit model in red.
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4. Multi-Vehicle System Model

The controller presented in the previous section requires state feedback. However,
it may be essential not to rely on absolute position feedback from GPS in multi-vehicle
systems. Here, we present the case of multi-vehicle systems for which relative position
measurements are employed to formulate the cooperative localization algorithm for im-
proved state estimation. We assume that each vehicle possesses an IMU to measure its own
orientation fairly accurately, which is a reasonable assumption.

Consider the multi-vehicle system shown in Figure 3. In this system, the base vehicle
b can measure the position of the target vehicle t relative to its own body-fixed reference
frame. We denote the relative position measurement vector by z = r, which is given in
terms of the system states as:

r = Rb
0
>

rbt
0 = Rb

0
>
(rt

0 − rb
0) = Rb

0
>

r0 (34)

where r0 = rt
0 − rb

0.

Figure 3. Absolute and relative pose geometry.

The linearized measurement equation is given by z = Hx, where H =
[
Hb Ht].

The structure and size of this matrix depends on the types of vehicles involved in the
measurement. If both the base and target are 3D vehicles, the 3× 26 H matrix is given as:

H =

[
−Rb

0
> dr

dq̄b 03×6 Rb
0
>

03×10

]
(35)

and
dr
dq̄b =

[
dr

dqb
0

dr
dqb

]
can be determined using (12):

dr
dqb

0
= [(4qb

0)I3 + 2S(qb)]r0 (36)

dr
dqb = 2qbr>0 + 2(qb>r0)I3 − 2qb

0S(r0). (37)

As shown in Figure 3, a network may comprise 2D and 3D vehicles. Since the state
vector for 2D vehicles is different, the linearized H matrix will have a different size and
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components if the base or target is a ground vehicle. When a base ground vehicle measures
the relative position of a target ground (target) vehicle, the 3× 14 H matrix is defined as

H =

[
−Rb

0
> ∂r

∂φb 03×3 Rb
0
>

03×4

]
(38)

where

∂r
∂φb =

− sin φb cos φb 0
− cos φb − sin φb 0

0 0 0

 r0 (39)

In cases for which a base ground vehicle measures the relative position of a 3D vehicle, we
have

H =

[
−Rb

0
> ∂r

∂φb 03×3 Rb
0
>

03×10

]
. (40)

Finally, when a base air vehicle measures the relative position of a ground vehicle, we have

H =

[
−Rb

0
> ∂r

∂φb 03×6 Rb
0
>

03×4

]
. (41)

5. Cooperative Localization

Let us consider a system of n vehicles numbered 1 through n. At sample time (k),
a vehicle i uses absolute measurements to propagate its pose using the noisy discrete form
of (9) as follows:

xi(k + 1) = f i(xi(k)) + gi(k)ui(k) + γi(xi(k))ηi(k) (42)

where xi, ui, and ηi represent the state, input, and process noise vectors, respectively, and gi

and γi(xi) are the input and process noise coefficient functions.
Now, let us assume that vehicle i in the set {1, · · · , n} can take a relative measurement

of the pose of a vehicle j 6= i. In that case, the measurement vector zij is given by

zij(k + 1) = hij(xi(k), xj(k)) + νi(k) (43)

where hij is defined in (34), and νi(k) represents the measurement noise.
Assuming the initial conditions xi(0) and starting with an initial guess Pi(0) > 0 with

zero cross-covariance, vehicles i = 1, · · · , n can predict their states by propagation as:

x̂i−(k + 1) = f (xi+(k)) + gi(k)ui(k)

Pi−(k + 1) = Ji(k)Pi+(k)Ji>(k) + Γi(k)QiΓi
>(k),

Pij−(k + 1) = Ji(k)Pi+(k)J j>(k), j = 1, · · · , n, j 6= i

(44)

where Ji(k) is calculated using (11), Qi > 0 is the covariance of the process noise, and

Γi =
∂γi

∂xi .

When a “base” vehicle b takes relative measurements of a “target” vehicle t, the inno-
vation error is given by:

ebt(k + 1) = zbt − hbt(x̂b−(k + 1), x̂t−(k + 1))

≈ zbt −
[

Hb(k + 1) Ht(k + 1)
][x̂b−(k + 1)

x̂t−(k + 1)

] (45)
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where Hb and Ht are defined in (35), (38), (40), or (41) depending on the vehicles involved
in the relative measurement. The cross-covariance terms create a slight modification to the
innovation covariance matrix:

Sbt = HbPb−Hb> + HtPt−Ht>

+ HbPbt−Ht> + HtPtb−Hb> +Rbt
. (46)

Using (45) and (46), the Kalman gains, states, and covariances for all vehicles i = 1, · · · , n
are updated as:

Ki = [Pit−Ht> + Pib−Hb>]Sbt−1

x̂i− = x̂i− + Kieb

Pi+ = Pi− − KiSbtKi>

Pij+ = Pij− − KiSbtK j>, j = 1, · · · , n, j 6= i.

(47)

As long as the measurement noise is reasonable and the EKF linearization is accurate,
the semi-definite Kalman gain matrix can guarantee a reduction in localization error with
every relative measurement. A block diagram of control system implementation with the
help of relative measurements and cooperative localization is shown in Figure 4.

Nonlinear

Control Law

Eqs. 

(23,24,26,29)

,
Eq. (30)

Absolute

Pose Data

Cooperative 

Localization

Reference 

Trajectory

Rotor 

Speeds
Eq. (31)

PWMs

Relative Position 

Measurement

Relative 

Position 

Measurement

Control Force and Moments

Propagation & Covariance 

Matrix Eq. (41)

Control Force 

and Moments

Cooperative Localization

Kalman Gain and Update 

Eqs. (42-44)
Predicated states

Relative Position 

Measurement

Figure 4. Block diagram of control system implementation with the help of cooperative localization.

6. Results

We have performed a variety of simulations and experiments to verify the CL algo-
rithm’s effectiveness in improving state estimation and closed-loop control performance.

6.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments were performed in a 4.5 m× 4.0 m× 3.0 m cage with a state-of-the-
art vision system capable of 3D localization with sub-millimeter accuracy at 250 frames
per second. We formed heterogeneous vehicle networks with small in-house-designed
quadcopters and wheeled mobile robots representing ground vehicles.

Figure 5 shows details of one of the quadcopters and mobile robots. The quadcopter
components include DJI Flame Wheel Kits with ESC (electronic speed control) motors
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and propellers, a Raspberry Pi 3 B+ for processing and IO purposes, a PWM driver for
the four ESC motors, an OLED display, a 3000 mAh lithium−polymer battery, a voltage
measurement unit, and a simple remote relay. They are also equipped with a custom-
designed PCB board to simplify the driver and sensor connections and an IMU. The mobile
robots are differential-drive with two motors, a dual-motor control, a Raspberry Pi 3 B+,
an Arduino Due board, an IMU, and a LiDAR sensor. All vehicles have infrared markers
so that their motion can be accurately tracked by the motion-capture system and reported
for comparison purposes.

Propellers
Raspberry Pi 3 B+

Propellers

Power

Tracking 

Marker

Motor

(a) Quadcopter (b) Wheeled mobile robot

Figure 5. The experimental in−house quadcopter (a) and ground vehicle (b).

For quadcopters, the control software calculates the three moments and thrust force
according to (25)−(28). It then calculates the corresponding rotor speeds and converts the
data to PWM motor commands by interpolating a lookup table [37]. For mobile robots,
the controller outputs calculate the surge force and yaw moment and then converts them to
wheel speeds. These speeds are sent from the Raspberry Pi to an Arduino Due. A fast-rate
PI closed-loop control then maintains the commanded wheel speeds for the mobile robot.

We used identical quadcopters and identical mobile robots in our experiments. The
mass and geometric properties, which are primarily used for state estimation in CL, are:

m = 1.01 kg, I = diag(0.0066, 0.0065, 0.0109) kg m2

d = 0.226 m, cT = 7× 10−6 kgm cQ = 2.6× 10−7 kg m2 quadcopters

m = 1.748 kg, Izz = 0.0126 kg m2, d = 0.05 m mobile robots

The measurements were all take at 50 Hz, i.e., ∆t = 0.02 s. Meanwhile, the same rate was
selected for propagation of the state equations for CL. We assumed a standard deviation of
0.005 m for all position-state measurements and 0.1◦ for all orientation-state measurements.
We also assumed the process noise covariance matrix to be diagonal, with 0.1 values as
diagonal elements.

6.2. Validation Results

We initially conducted a series of experiment designed to validate the CL algorithm.
In these experiments, the closed-loop control algorithm was implemented without the use
of the CL algorithm in real time. Instead, the control signals were collected and applied as
inputs to the vehicle simulation models with CL. The simulation results were then compared
with the recorded motion-capture system data to evaluate the CL algorithm performance.
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6.2.1. Results with Distance-Based Measurements

We initially considered a three-vehicle network consisting of two quadcopters (Ve-
hicles 1 and 2) and a mobile robot (Vehicle 3). All three vehicles were directed to follow
predetermined circular paths using the control algorithm, as shown in Figure 6c. In order
to test the CL algorithm, we assumed Vehicle 3 has continuous access to its own absolute
position and that relative measurements depend on the proximity of the vehicles. Specifi-
cally, the quadcopters (Vehicles 1 and 2) can measure their relative positions when within
4 m of each other and the relative position of the mobile robot (Vehicle 3) when it is a within
a 2 m distance.

0 25 50 75 100 125 150

time(s)

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

 r
(m

)

Vehicle # 1 Mean Norm of Error

Dist. Based

V1<->V2

V1<->V3

V2<->V3

(a) Vehicle 1 (quadcopter) ∆r norm
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3.5
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)

Vehicle # 2 Mean Norm of Error

Dist. Based

V1<->V2

V1<->V3

V2<->V3

(b) Vehicle 2 (quadcopter) ∆r norm

(c) Isometric view of vehicle paths (d) Top view of vehicle paths

Figure 6. Three−vehicle test case with distance−based relative measurements: error norm and
measurement flags for Vehicle 1 (a); error norm and measurement flags for Vehicle 2 (b); estimated
versus actual paths: isometric view (c) and top view (d).

The estimation error results are shown in Figure 6a,b in the form of the time history
of the position-error norms for Vehicles 1 and 2. The estimation error for Vehicle 3 stays
relatively small due to consistent availability of the absolute position measurements and
therefore is uneventful and is not shown. In the figures, the actual error is identified as
“Dist. Based”. Three flags of magnitudes 1, 2, and 3, are used to distinguish when relative
measurements between Vehicles 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 2 and 3, respectively, are active.
The figure illustrates that when the distance between the mobile robot and each quadcopter
is within the threshold (i.e., Flags 1 and 2), there is a sharp drop in the position error of
the quadcopters. In addition, the relative measurements between the two quadcopters can
significantly improve localization if one has access to Vehicle 3. For instance, in Figure 6b at
40 s, Vehicle 2 does not have access to Vehicle 3, but its estimation error drops near zero due
to relative measurement between Vehicles 1 and 2 (red line) and Vehicles 1 and 3 (green
line). The isometric and top views of the reference (ref) and CL-estimated (est) paths of the
three vehicles are presented in Figure 6c,d. These figures demonstrate significant variations
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to quadcopter localization whenever they do not have any direct or indirect access to the
mobile robot (Vehicle 3), which has access to absolute measurements.

Next, we consider the same scenario only now with the mobile robot having inter-
mittent access to its absolute position (simulating occasionally available GPS). We assume
continuous “GPS” access for Vehicle 1 for only 20s intervals starting at 30 s, 70 s, and 110 s.
This intermittent access is a more realistic representation and shows how this sparsity will
affect the overall network localization. Figure 7a−c show the position error norms for
Vehicles 1−3, respectively, with shaded areas representing access to GPS. We can make
the same conclusions as for the previous case, indicating that even when GPS is sparsely
available, it is still beneficial to the vehicles in the network. For example, this can be
observed in sharp error drops for Vehicle 2’s position error in Figure 7b at about 30 s, 70 s,
90 s, and 120 s when there are relative measurements of Vehicle 3 available and Vehicle
3 has access to GPS. However, another important conclusion is the significance of rela-
tive measurements for absolute localization in the absence of any absolute measurements.
For instance, Figure 7a−c show that the localization errors are significantly reduced at 15 s
and 90 s for all three vehicles due to relative measurements only since there is no access to
GPS by Vehicle 1.

(a) Vehicle 1 (quadcopter) ∆r norm (b) Vehicle 2 (quadcopter) ∆r norm

(c) Vehicle 3 (mobile robot) ∆r norm (d) Isometric view of vehicle paths

Figure 7. Three−vehicle test case with distance−based relative measurements and intermittent Vehi-
cle 1 GPS access: error norm and measurement flags for Vehicle 1 (a); error norm and measurement
flags for Vehicle 2 (b); estimated versus actual paths: isometric view (c) and top view (d).

6.2.2. Double-Caravan Measurement Formation

Next, we experimented with a much larger network of eight vehicles in a double-
caravan measurement configuration. Each caravan was structured with a“leader” quad-
copter vehicle and three mobile robot “followers” such that each vehicle can measure the
relative position of its lead vehicle. We numbered the vehicles such that Vehicles 1−3 and
5−7 are mobile robots and Vehicles 4 and 8 are quadcopters. In this scenario, we assume
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Vehicles 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 can only measure the relative positions of Vehicles 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
and 8, respectively. Meanwhile, the lead quadcopters (i.e., Vehicles 4 and 8) may or may
not have access to GPS. Similar to the previous network, all eight vehicles were directed to
follow predetermined circular paths using the control algorithm.

To facilitate information exchange across caravan formations, a specific role is assigned
to the two follower Vehicles 1 and 5 (mobile robots) and next to the two lead Vehicles 4
and 8 (quadcopters). These designated “communication” vehicles possess the capacity
to access and retrieve the relative position data of one another. This strategic assignment
serves as the linchpin for the seamless propagation of cross-covariance and localization
information across all vehicles within the caravans. Notably, this operational paradigm is
achieved despite communication being primarily limited to the pairing of just two vehicles
from each respective caravan formation.

We consider four slightly different measurement cases for this formation, listed in
Table 1, to evaluate the CL algorithm’s performance. In Cases 1 through 3, Vehicle 1
measures the relative position of Vehicle 5 of the second caravan. In Case 1, there are
only relative measurements. In Cases 2 and 3, in addition to the relative measurements,
the lead quadcopter of the first caravan, Vehicle 4, has continuous or intermittent absolute
position measurement access, respectively. The intermittent access to the absolute position
for Vehicle 4 is provided after the first 40s and for 40s duration and then alternates regularly.
Finally, in Case 4, there are again only relative measurements, as only the lead quadcopter
of the first caravan, Vehicle 4, can measure the relative position of the lead quadcopter,
Vehicle 8, of the second caravan.

Table 1. Simultaneous measurement descriptions for double−caravan measurement cases.

Simultaneous Measurements (b → t)

Case 1 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 4, 5→ 6, 6→ 7, 7→ 8, 1→ 5
Case 2 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 4, 5→ 6, 6→ 7, 7→ 8, 1→ 5, 4→ 4 (continuous)
Case 3 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 4, 5→ 6, 6→ 7, 7→ 8, 1→ 5, 4→ 4 (intermittent)
Case 4 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 4, 5→ 6, 6→ 7, 7→ 8, 4→ 8

The position error norms for all vehicles are presented in Figure 8 for Vehicles 1−4 and
Figure 9 for Vehicles 5−8. As expected, Case 2 provides the most promising results, with
little estimation errors since one vehicle in the network has continuous access to its absolute
position and there is a measurement/communication path from the rest of the network to
that vehicle. The errors for Cases 1 and 4 have a similar pattern of increasing with time since
there are no absolute measurements. However, Case 1 performs slightly better throughout
the simulations of all vehicles, indicating that communication and relative measurements
between two follower vehicles may be slightly more beneficial than between lead vehicles.
In addition, Case 4 consistently results in noisier estimations. Finally, Case 3 demonstrates
that even intermittent access to absolute measurements (e.g., GPS) by one vehicle results in
full recovery of estimation errors by all vehicles. This is the inherent advantage of CL and
results from cross-covariance terms in the covariance matrix.

The isometric views of the reference (ref) and estimated (est) paths and estimated
paths of all vehicles for Cases 1 through 4 are shown in Figure 10. It can be clearly seen
that both continuous and intermittent access to absolute measurements (e.g., GPS) by one
vehicle results in excellent estimation.
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Figure 8. Position error norms of Vehicles 1−4 for the four measurement cases of double-caravan
experiment.

Figure 9. Position error norms of Vehicles 5−8 for the four measurement cases of double-caravan
experiment.
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(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2

(c) Case 3 (d) Case 4

Figure 10. Estimated versus actual paths of all 8 vehicles for Cases 1 (a), 2 (b), 3 (c), and 4 (d) of the
double-caravan experiment.

6.3. Closed-Loop Control Results

The final and most significant results of this work involve the application of the
nonlinear closed-loop control presented in Section 3 to a network of three vehicles similar
to Section 6.2 and a double-caravan network similar to Section 6.2.2.

6.3.1. Control of Three-Vehicle Network

First, we consider a three-vehicle network wherein all three vehicles are quadcopters.
The vehicles initially lift off to a certain height and then follow predetermined circular paths
using the closed-loop control algorithm presented in Section 3: once without and another
time with the aid of the CL algorithm. In this scenario, Vehicle 1 is capable of continuously
measuring its own absolute position, while Vehicles 2 and 3 exclusively receive relative
position measurements from Vehicle 1.

Figure 11 illustrates the position error norms ∆r and paths of Vehicles 1 through 3
to compare the performance of the closed-loop control algorithm with and without the
aid of CL. The results are promising for both the closed-loop control algorithm and its
integration with cooperative localization. There are two important observations. First,
the use of CL in state estimation results in significantly reducing the noise in the response
and thus significantly reduces the control effort to combat the resulting high-frequency
oscillations. The second observation is that there is actually a slight increase in the error for
the vehicle that has access to its own absolute measurements: i.e., Vehicle 1.
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Figure 11. Comparison of the three−vehicle network position error norms and paths using closed-
loop control with and without CL.

6.3.2. Control of Double-Caravan Formation

Consider the double−caravan arrangement as in Section 6.2.2 but with all eight
vehicles being quadcopters. We consider two cases with the same relative measurement
scenario as listed in Table 2. In other words, Vehicles 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 measure the
relative positions of Vehicles 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 4, respectively. Meanwhile, the leader
Vehicle 4 can either continuously measure its own absolute position (Case 1) or can do so
intermittently (Case 2).

Table 2. Simultaneous measurement descriptions for double−caravan formation in closed−loop
control.

Simultaneous Measurements (b → t)

Case 1 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 4, 5→ 6, 6→ 7, 7→ 8, 8→ 4, 4→ 4 (continuous)
Case 2 1→ 2, 2→ 3, 3→ 4, 5→ 6, 6→ 7, 7→ 8, 8→ 4, 4→ 4 (intermittent)

In these simulations, we explore two cases. In Case 1, Vehicle 4 receives persistent and
uninterrupted access to GPS data. In contrast, Case 2 introduces intermittent GPS access
for Vehicle 4 with predefined 40s intervals. These experimental modifications will help
investigate the implications of consistent versus sporadic GPS availability on the overall
system performance, specifically when nonlinear control is present.

Figures 12 and 13 present the time history of the position error norms for Vehicles
1−4 and for Vehicles 5−8, respectively, for Case 1. As in the previous network, Vehicle 4
being able to measure its own absolute position does not benefit from CL, and, in fact, its
tracking error slightly increases. Moreover, similar to the previous network, cooperative
localization significantly reduces the state estimation noise for all other vehicles. Another
interesting phenomenon is that as we go farther away from Vehicle 4, the superiority of CL
in reducing the estimation error becomes more apparent, such that Vehicles 1 and 5 see the
most benefit, followed by vehicles 2 and 6.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the position error norms of Vehicles 1−4 using closed−loop control with
and without CL for Case 1 with continuously available absolute position measurements for Vehicle 4.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the position error norms of Vehicles 5−8 using closed−loop control with
and without CL for Case 1 with continuously available absolute position measurements for Vehicle 4.
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Case 2 is similar to Case 1 except that Vehicle 4 has intermittent access to its own
absolute position measurements. We ensured that the vehicle alternates between 40 s
of access to its absolute position measurements followed by lack of access for another
40 s. Figures 14 and 15 present the time history of the position error norms for Vehicles
1−4 and 5−8, respectively, for Case 2. The purple bands represent the “GPS” access
afforded to Vehicle 4, and the blank spaces in between represent the “GPS” outages. In
this case, we can make similar conclusions as those of Case 1: Vehicle 4 having access to
its own absolute measurements does not benefit from CL, the noise in state estimation
is significantly reduced for all other vehicles, and the benefit of using CL becomes more
pronounced as we go down the network from the lead vehicle with absolute measurement.
In addition, any time Vehicle 4 has access to its own absolute position, there is significant
reduction in position errors whether CL is employed or not.

Figure 14. Comparison of the position error norms of Vehicles 1−4 using closed-loop control with and
without CL for Case 2 with intermittently available absolute position measurements for Vehicle 4.

Figure 15. Cont.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the position error norms of Vehicles 5−8 using closed−loop control with and
without CL for Case 2 with intermittently available absolute position measurements for Vehicle 4.

7. Conclusions

We presented the nonlinear state and relative measurement equations and their lin-
earized forms for networks of 3D and 2D vehicles and implemented a centralized EKF-based
CL algorithm for such networks. An exponentially stable closed-loop nonlinear control was
presented that required state estimation for feedback. We dove into the synergistic relation-
ship between CL and closed-loop control within vehicle networks and explored the impact
of cooperative localization with consistent and intermittent GPS access. After considering
both small and large vehicle networks, we have concluded that cooperative localization
can significantly improve the performance of closed-loop control in terms of both noise
and error reduction for all vehicles that do not have access to their own absolute position
measurement, with the former reducing control effort and the latter helping with position
accuracy. Furthermore, the reduction in error becomes more significant as we go down
the communication link. Finally, we concluded that cooperative localization is not useful
for vehicles that have direct access to their own absolute position measurements through,
for example, GPS. Hence, we suggest not updating the position of such vehicles with
cooperative localization when implementing the algorithm. These findings have further
illuminated the intricate dynamics of cooperative localization and closed-loop control,
contributing to a comprehensive understanding of their practical implications and the
optimal strategies for deployment in diverse vehicle networks.
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